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5(&$%%$%&. “Everything I 
do is based on the elements 
of hopes and dreams,” says 
Mellamphy, so collections 
featured at The Room often 
include designers on the cusp 
of their coming-out parties. 
And though he claims he’s no 
alchemist, he’s been heralded 
for nurturing young talent 
like Erdem Moralioglu early 
on in their careers. Here, 
Mellamphy shares his take 
on red-carpet trendspotting 
at this year’s Toronto 
International Film Festival. 

“Festival is a little bit more 
ready-to-wear and slightly 

street, so it’s an amazing 
event for fashion,” says 
Mellamphy. “It’s not like 
Cannes, where people are 
wearing couture gowns.” 
Since we typically see more 
cocktail dresses, moving from 
sunny daytime press panels 
and screenings to evening 
galas is made simpler when 
key accessories can dress 
down or elevate an out!t. 

“One of the biggest 
trends for fall is a lot of 
shine, metallic, sequins and 
beading,” he says. Seen on 
multiple runways for the fall 
collections, a cavalcade of 
dresses inspired by precious 
metals will de!nitely !nd 
representation on the red 
carpet, from designers like 
Nina Ricci, Rodarte and 
Alexandre Vauthier. 

Zuhair Murad’s collection 
focused in on an illusion of 

nude, with lace and sheer 
chi"on, while Oscar de la 
Renta played with à la mode 
bright hues like burnt yellow 
in the black ’80s mini-
dress (paired with fuchsia 
gloves) that closed the show. 
(Though the show was 
produced by Peter Copping 
after de la Renta’s untimely 
death.) The season’s 
penchant for ’70s-inspired 
fringe lends a certain sway 
and dynamic movement to 
photography. 

“It’s interesting to see 
how people look to muses of 
the past,” says Mellamphy, 
noting that German !lm 
star Romy Schneider was 
referenced consistently this 
fall, along with Luchino 
Visconti’s 1963 !lm The 
Leopard starring Claudia 
Cardinale. “The narrative 
encapsulates so many 

STYLISTS TO 
THE STARS

With the red carpet rolling out for 
Hollywood’s finest as they arrive in 
Toronto, we’re all in the mood for 
some day-to-night primping. As 
you prep for the sparkle and glitz 
of Toronto’s very own version of 
Tinseltown, take a cue from these 
top celebrity stylists before you hit 
the red carpet. A!er all, they’ve 
helped beautify the top tier of best-
dressed celebrities and are ready to 
take centre stage.  

New York-based Kate Young 
started her career working at Vogue 
as an assistant to Anna Wintour. The 
bleach-blond stylist has written a 
fashion bible and launched a Target 
collection, and it’s no wonder she’s 
ironed out winning red-carpet looks 
for stellar clients like Sienna Miller, 
Natalie Portman, Kate Mara and 
Michelle Williams. 

Born and raised in Los Angeles, 
24-year-old identical twins Chloe 
and Marie-Lou Bartoli boast an 
impressive roster of celebrity clients, 
from Miranda Kerr and Jared Leto, to 
Chrissy Teigen and Shay Mitchell. 

This pair of Canadian stylists work 
together bi-coastally, with Kemal 
Harris based in NYC and Karla 
Welch in LA. The miles between 
have only strengthened their star-
styling power as they’ve been 
entrusted with the heavenly looks 
of Olivia Wilde, Amy Poehler, Zooey 
Deschanel and Lily Collins. 

fall style 
forecast
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AS THE STARS FLOCK TO TORONTO, THE 
ROOM’S NICHOLAS MELLAMPHY SHINES 

A SPOTLIGHT ON THIS SEASON’S HOTTEST 
TRENDS, AND OFFERS HIS BEST ADVICE 
FOR TAKING ON THE FESTIVAL IN STYLE.  
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emotions that a designer can 
interpret in a collection.” 

As for the designers and 
celebrities who will reign on 
the red carpet, Mellamphy 
sees a lot of momentum 
behind Balmain and Roland 
Mouret. Jessica Chastain is 
always exciting to see, he 
says, and Helen Mirren has 
such con!dence that she can 
almost wear anything. 

“There are a whole crop of 
young New York designers 
that I’m madly in love with,” 

he says, “Rosie Aveline is 
so dialed into the art scene, 
I’d love to see some of her 
pieces on the red carpet.” 
Predicting that the younger 
stars, like Elle and Dakota 
Fanning, will arrive wearing 
Rodarte or Marc Jacobs. 

“I love Festival because 
you really see the best of 
the city,” says Mellamphy. 

“There’s such energy, 
everyone feels it, and for those 
10 days the city understands 
what it can become.” 
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